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ABSTRACT 

Contextual knowledge reasoning requiresprecise but flexi

ble fonnalisms in such a way that, together wíth the capacity 
to reason with well defmed infonnation, becapable as well to 
deal with not well defmed infonnation in thecontext. Three

válued models of Kripke are proposed as the contexts fonnal 

setting. Is showed how those representation knowledge 

frameworks are adequated to allow the dynamic manner in ' 

which context iníonnation evolve. Operation devoted to expand 
or to change contexts are defmed. In addition, the heurístical 

adequacy of so defined contexts can be established through 
tbe direct correspondence between them and the Analytic 

Tableaux demonstration method. 

Keywords: belief revision, causality, cognitive modeling, 
knowledge representation. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The necessity to have context formal setting is recognized in 
almost every computational related areas: multí-agent 

intelligent systems, linguistic and computationallinguistic; any 
kind ofmodallogics in artificial intelligence, namely, epistemic, 
temporal, deontic and dynamic logics, among others. The 

content of this pape; is concemed wíth context formalization 

in: epistemic logics. Sorne related approaches in the literature 
so far, are now briefly summarize. 

In [Gi 93], Giunchiglia el al. have defmed non-omniscient 

context-based reasoning agents. They define the non

omniscience of belief agents depending on several kinds of 
incompleteness: language, basic facts, axioms or inference rules, 
etc. The relative agent's believes are defmed based upon any of 
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tbese kinds ofincompleteness. The authors contrast these agents 

with respect saturated or omniscíent agents to possesing com

plete infonnation and inference rules. 

By the other hand, McCarthy's proposal [McC 93] deals with 
formalization of context8, by considering orga,ized 

informations sets, inside which sentences are dRlared or 

derived. Each context can be embedded into anoUter, and 

conversely; each context is constituted by several c:ontexts. 

McCarthy suggests sorne basic operations among contexts and 
provides motivations for their development. 

In a cognitive sense suggests to consider the individual mental 

states as outer context which afford the reasons (pe~es ) of 
each actual (inner) individual believes. McCarthy's in1U,jtion is 

that a set of sentences cannot describe an individual mental state. 

Underling each statement there are several reasons that do not 
appear directly associated tothe statement but determine it in 'a 

deeper way. Hence the convenience to consider an outer context 

that caters the reason for particular statement. 

Our approach is very c10se to that way to understand indivi
dual mental states. A fonnalism providing enough f1exíbility 

to fonnalize knowledge and belief is a non-classical se~l&I'Itic 
of possible worlds, namely> that defined over Kleene' s S\Pong 

Three-Valued Logic (KSTL) [KI 52]. The propo¡ed 

representation framework, then, are the so called three--yalued 

models of Kripke defined below. Those frameworb ~'PW to 
capture adequately, the dynamic manner in which we contider 
any agent's knowledge evolve. 

Definition of contexts through three-valued modois is 

heuristically well suited, due to the direct relationsldp 6at 

can be estabfised between them and the AnalYtic T"'x. 
Contexts operations are concalenation and revision. '11Irough 
them, contextual knowledge and belief change are perMited. 

l 
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Thus, the paramount of this paper is twofold: 

• 	To show the intuitive representation for con textual 
knowledge reasoning using Three-Valued Models of 
Kripke (KTM). 

• 	To outline the close relationsbip between the operativity 
on KTM and Analytic Tableaux, such that this last 
powerful proof method [Fi 88] is used to proceed in a 
computational perspective but intuition preserving. 

The rest of this paper is organized in the following mode: 
Section two is dedicated to context formal defmition. In section 
three, contextual knowledge and belief definitions are given. 
Section four is devoted to epistemic reasoning operations over 
contexts. Finally, in section five the automatization face is 
outlined. 

2 CONTEXTS 

Let true, false and undefined be truth-values denoted with 1, f 
and u. For KS1L, propositional language L is defined from a 
fmite set of atomic sentences P. Let F be tbe mínimal set of 
L(P)-formulas. Semantical definitions for disjunction and negation 

in KSTL are given in Table 1. Conjunction A and 
implication -7 connectives are defined in the classical way from 

'1' and -,. 

Defmition 1 A lhree-valued interpretation 1, is a valualion 
function from F lo {l, f, u} in accordance with logical 
conneclives definilion . lis equivalent lO l tUI I Ulit, where 
P is lhe set of true formulas, Jf the set offalse formulas and 
F the set of undefined formulas. Let l be the set of three
valued interpretations of formulas in F. 

2.1 INFORMATION ORDER 

The proposed approach use the information order given in 
[Be77] to deal with knowledge and belief [Be 91]. The intuition 
indicates that is natural to consider the following : 

• Having true, false and undefined statemens, true or false 
ones provide more information than undefined statements. 

We propose that when undefined information turns up 
defined, as true or false, beliefs could increase, and conversely. 
Formally, the in(ormation order among t, f and u truth
values, denoted by ~ , is defined as follows: u ~ t, U ~ f and 
t,f are not comparable. In additíon t ~ t and f f. 

Let Y be a subset of l. The information order ~ is extended 
over y in the following way: Given/, I'E Y, l ~ J' is satisfied 
ifand onIyif Pe;;;;; 1",1'1 e;;;;; Iland/u :¡ 1'''. Theorder ~ is a 
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partial order on Y. In this case is said that l' is an in(ormation 
refinement of l with respect to the set of formulas F. 

Table 1: KSTL 

<p '1' epv'l' ep -,ep 

f 

f u u 

f f 

f f f u u 

u u u f 

u 

u f u 

u u u 

2.2 THE THREE-VALUED MODELS OF KRIPKE 

Definition 2 Let v: W ---) l be a global valuation assigning 
to every w E W a three-valued interpretation in 1, W E W;o 
and R S;;; WX W. A three-valued model o( Kripke is a 

4-tuple K =<wo, W; R, v>. 

By consideríng the order ~ as the possíbílity relation R over 
three-valued worlds (see figure 1), the specific models used in 

our epistemic proposaJ are obtained, havíng consequently, the 
following form, K= <wo. W; ~, v>, where, Wo w for every 
w E W ifand only if v(wo) = lo ~ 1= v(w). 

Those three-valued models of Kripke should constitute the 
contexts over whom informatíon is epistemically characterized 
in our approach. Those contexts permit the capturation of the 
intuitions tbat knowledge in a world depends of worlds being 
explored, it means. of the context information. Gradual 
exploration of worlds, through which knowledge is extended, 
ís established using the information order. 

LetK=<w ' W; R, v> be a three-valued model of Kripke,o 
w E W, P an atomic formula in language L, and <p, VI 

composed formulas in the same language. In accordance 
with semantical definitíon of connective in table 1 the 
following satisfiability definition is given. 

Definition 3 Aformula <p such that v(w)(<p)= t for sorne 
world w in K, is said satisfiable in K, which is denoted 
K, w ~ <p. Thus, K,w ~ <p ifand only if v(w)(<p) = t. 

A set A is satisjied mK whenevereveryformula in L\ is satisfied 
inKj isvafid mKifandonlyifj is satisjiable meveryw E W; which 
is denoted, K ~ <p. 
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Figure 1: Inlormation order as relation 01 possibüity 

3 CONTEXTUAL KNOWLEDGE AND BELIEF 

Above definitions of formulas satisfiability and validity should 
depend from context K. In a formal setting, a con,text is 
fundamentaUy determined from the valuation v. This relativity 
is mantained in our epistemic definitions: we propose there is 
no absolute knowledge or belief, but both are relative to current 

context information. Hence, the epistemic status that formulas 
describing facts in a neutral way have, ít directly depends from 
the underling interpretatíon in the context. 

Our feeling about knowledge and belief formalization coin
cides with the commented by Kripke and Hintikka, concerning 
the suited use ofcertain semantic ofpossible worlds in order to 
formalIy deal with. However, in contrast with those authors, 
we paramount as fundamental the use of a semantic ofpossible 
worlds, with a relation of accessibilíty, having a constructive
like character. Possible worlds in our approach are semantical 
refinements of current world, and refinements ofpossible worlds 
turn out possible worlds of possible worlds, and so on. This 
gradual process of refinement allows the modeling of the 
contextual dynamic of the knowledge growth . 

Definition 4 A world z is maximal in K if and only ifthere 
is no z' in K such that z -< z', where -< means z ~ z' and 
z*,z/. 

In' our epistemícal approach, current maximal worlds evolve 
in such a way that their information eventually could become 
knowledge in the context. The condition we consider intuitive to 
be fullfiled for information becoming knowledge, is to be true in 
every most informed accessibIe worlds. By the other hand, current 
information in sorne, but not alI maximal worlds, is considered 
belief or local knowledge in the context (see figure 2), 

Definition 5 cp is knowledge in K if and only if cp is 
satisfiable in every maximal world z in K. This is denoted 

K, w 1= K cp if and only if K, z I=cp.o 

Def"mition 6 K' = < w'o' W', ~, v' >, is a subcontext o/ K 
if and only if: 

1) W' ~ W 

2) there is w E W being w'o a refinement o/ w, and 

3) v' is the restricion o/ v to W'. 

A subcontext K' o/ K is a proper subcontext if and only if 
K'*,K. 

Definition 7 cp is belief in K if and only if is knowledge in 
a subcontext K'=<w'o' W',:$; ,v'> o/ K. This is denoted 
K,W 1= B cp i/ and only if K', w' 1= K cp.o 

Therefore, belief is local knowledge in the context. Notice 
that this definition remains open the possiblility that -, cp can 
be belief in other proper subcontext of K. It mean s that a 
statement and its negatíon can be believed in the same model 
context, whenever each one appear in distinct context's 
subcontexts. It provides to proceed in our framework with non
consistent informatíon in a non-trivial way. There are common 
situations in which the involved ralional agents need to deal 
with contradictory information but wíthout lost control 
of inferred information. It arise natural to consider this kind of 
information to be satisfied in a restricted scope in the context. 
In this way, that information is not rejected in the total $Cope, 
but nor globally considered. In this sense, our formalisrn 
provides an alternative treatment of non-consistent information 
to paraconsistent logic [Co 74]. 

K(PVq) 

B(P), v B{q) 


K 

Figure 2: Contextual knowledge and belie/ 
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4 CONTEXTUAL EPISTEMIC REASONING 

4.1 KNOWLEDGE GROWTH 

In order to performe reasoning over contexts, the 
concatenation operation over them is introduced. The intuitive 
idea of concatenation is the following: 

• To add information to a maximally informed world in 
the context, ifpossible, in such a way that it allows to increase 
believes. 

Let KI= <w ~, WI, ;::5, VI >, K2 = <w ~, W2, 

contexts. 

Defmition 8 The context K = < w ~, W.;::5, v > is the 
concatenation of K2 whith KI' denoted K = K1 e K2• ifand 
only if: 

1) w2 , is a tnaXimal interpretatíon ofKI,o 
2) W=W1 U W2• 

3)v(w)(IP)=vI (w) (IP )Jor wE W
l 
andv(w)(IP)=v

2 

(w)(IP) for w E W
2

• 

Bydefinition,w~ -<w' foreveryw'E WIU W
2 

• Noticethat 
concatenation is defined over maximal worlds only. Thus, 
whenever possible, further information is added to maximally , 
informed worlds in the context l • 

The possiblility to concatenate K
2 

toK
I 

depends from worlds 
in K

2 
can be information refinements from maximal worlds in KI 

(see figure 3). Concatenation is applied to increase knowledge or 
belief from undejined statements in amaximal world, by changing 
u formulas truth-value to t or f. From an epistemic viewpoint 
it means to increase beliefs taking opinion about some so far 
undefined statements. Concatenation provides then a constructive 
way to extend beliefs from current opinionless information. In 
the same way, expansion of knowledge is obtained. 

~etween contexts, concatenation becomes an extension of the 
relation of possibility worlds. That contexts relation is called of 
compatibility, being underline with the following intuitive idea : 

• Given a current context describing a situation, any context 
being consistently more informed than it, is compatible with it . 

~ 

(Think in the particular case when contexts are given by single 
worlds.) 

Definition 9 Let KI,Kl be contexts. K2 is compatible witb KI if 
and only if there is a succession ofcontexts NI, ...N" such that 
N1=K1 ,N,,=Kl, and N¡+lisconcatenatedtoN¡, for i =l, ...,n-l. 

l1toou1dbeofinteresttodefineconcallmationfocever¡waldín1hecontext,but 

thisís beyondthescqJed this wolk. 
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Then, compatible with KI are information refmements that 
can be obtained from a maximal world in KI (see figure 3). By 
defmition, any concatenated context to KI is compatible with 
it. Until now, only the conéatenation operation has been 
introduced, which is useful to expand information in the context. 
Now we should concern with an operation useful to change 
contexts in a wider sense. It is necessary to make a brief 
surnmary about main paradigms of change in epistemic logics. 

lC(¡m¡) 
B(p),vB(q) 

Figure 3: Concatenonon o/ context 

K 

4.2 CHANGE OF KNOWLEDGE AND BELIEF 

Recent major approaches dealing formally with knowledge 
and belief, are the Alchourron, Glirdenfors and Makinson 
(AGM) [AIGM 86] and the Update Theory of Katzuno 
Mendelzon [KaMe91]. Both proposals, known as change of 
belíef, have becomed classical in epistemic logics and database 
updating areas. The issue is the adequate treatment of epistemic 
change, namely, when over statements constituting agent belief, 
new information is added. AGM propose expansion, 
contraction and revision operations together with an axioms 
list to be satisfied for any revision operator . KM propose an 
axioms list in order to updaté the set of beliefs. Semantically, 
to revise a database J::,. with the sentence IP is to take models 
satisfying q> closest to those satisfying J::,.. By the other 
hand, to update J::,. whit q> is to choose for each model M of 
J::,. the set of models of q> closest to M. The closeness relation, 
is usually given for a partíal order among the models. 
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4.3 CONTEXT CHANGE 

Given a context K, its epistemic change, namely, change of 
epístemic formulas status, depends from new added ínformation, 
It would seem that context changes might be done by adding 
modal epistemic formulas. However, in our approach becomes 
unintuitive to change an epistemic context by using a formula 
not being epistemically characterized so faro 

Therefore, K is revised only with non-modal formulas; 
intuitively, only be revised with neutral information. But, of 
course, the result of revising the contextK with q> , denoted by 
K* ,it fully depends from the q> epistemic status in K, if any. 

'1' 

Furthermore, it depends from the -, q> epístemic status, due 
to -, q> is the sentence directly conflicting with q>. In this 
manner, the (new) epistemic status that q> will have in the 
revised context will become determined as soon as therevision 
is performed. It will depend from q> satisfiability over maximal 
worlds in the revised context. 

By revising a context with a formula, or in general with a 
set of formulas, worlds having unconsistent information 
with new information, they should be eliminated fírst. 
Thereafter, worlds having consistent related information 
should be attached. Whenever added information do not 
contend with any world information, no world must be 
eliminated, but only worlds containing new related 
information -in logical sense- must be attached. , 

Rejected worlds as well as attached worlds contitute by its 
own a subcontext, in the revised context. Thus the convenience 
to establish operation throughout subcontexts. In order to 
proceed with a context revision, is necessary to precise the 
maximal sub-contexts ofK in which -, q> is (local) knowledge. 
It determines the effective context revision scope. 

Definition 10 Let K' be a subcontext of K. K' is maximal 
for q> in K, if and only if K', w'O 1= Kq>. Thus, whenever 
K, w 1= Kq>, the maximal subcontext K' for q> is K.a 

Definition 11 Let K be a context and q> a formula of 
language L. The context M =K; resulting from context K 
revision with formula q>, is such that M, z 1= q> for every z 
maximal world in M. 

Proposition 1 K: = K if and only K, z 1= q> for every 
maximal world z in K. This in the trivial revision case. , 

The other opposite is present whenever -, q> is knowledge 
in context K. In this extreme case, is necessary to revise all the 
context. By the other hand, having B -, q>, it turns necessary to 
revise each proper K subcontexts in which -, q> is local 
knowledge. In summary, given the specific círcurnstances of 
revision it is realized. In the following we will assume that 
there ¡s, al least, a subcontext K' in K in which K', z, 1= -, q> 

for every z maximal world in K'. By assuming it, K revision 
with q> is not trivial. 

Theorem 1 Let K I ,. .. ,Km be sub-contexts of K 
maximals for, -, q> and K m +1

, ... ,Kn, sub-contexts of K 
no having worlds satisfing -, q>, then 

(Ki)· . 
'P 

5 AUTOMATIZATION 

Completeness of Gentzen deduction systems for three-valued 
logics has been characterized by Arnon Avron [Av 91]. This 
author distinguishes between systems in which the u truth-value 
denote unknown information and those using it to refere to 
inconsistent information. The most known of the first approach 
corresponds to K.leene's and Lukasiewicz's logics, while for 
unconsistent view is the Paraconsistent Logics of NeWlon 
d'Acosta [Co 74]. 

Mechanization has been developed recently, e.g. [Wa 94]. 
Among the most successful are the based in the Analytic Tableaux 
demonstration method. It is due to the flexibility and heuristically 
adequacy of that method, that it is capable to deal wíth complex 
information. Actually, there are automatic provers nol only for 
three-valued logícs but for multivalued logics e.g. [HaBG 96 ]. 
We referer the reader to [Sc 94], where a summary of major 
tableau-based theorem provers is given. Current versions ofmost 
of them are broader and powerful than reported there. 

In our knowlege and belief contextual approach, the epistemic 
conditions can be added through tableaux-like rules, over the 
open branches of a tableaux containing current knowledge. It 
is easy to show the natural manner in whích a context can be 
represented by an Analytic Tableaux, through the following 
consíderations: 

• Current context is contained in the set 	of paths of the 
assocíated tableau. 

• The information order over worlds in the context determi
nes the order in which tableaux rules are applied on the 
initial tableau. 

• Whenever a formula becomes 	 true in the context, the 
logical dosure that such assigment conveys, by application 
of tableaux rules, is allowed. 

• Classical ex, p, 1r, v-rules of tableaux [Fi 88] when applied 
over true formulas, evol\re in tableau paths such that its 
three-valued models counterparts are the concatenations 
of current three-valued model. 

• Converseiy, extension by concatenation of contexts should 
correspond with tableau extensions over open branches. 

25 
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Incorporation ofaboye considerations can be done appending 
to classical tableaux rules, the following one denoted UD: 

• Whenever an undefined fonnula becomes true or fa/se, 
then a tableau is open and all its logical consequences are 
deduced. 

For further details about the topic, the reader is refered to [Al 97]. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In this paperthe formalization ofcontext is proposed by using 
Kripke's three-valued models. Contextual knowledge reasoning 
is perfonned through context operation of concatenation and 
revision. Based on them, extension and change of knowledge 
in a context is attended. Direct correspondence between so 
defined contexts and Analytic Tableaux is outlined. That reason 
lets to affirme the heuristical adequacy of the context 
fonnalisation proposed. Operation between contexts can be 
easily implemented as tableaux-like rules. This last point is 
the topie of our current research. 
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